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Abstract. Based on the newest 12th International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF12) model, we have
analyzed the temporal-spatial changes of geomagnetic field over China and its adjacent regions, the differences between IGRF12 and IGRF11 in 2010.0, The differences of geomagnetic secular variation between two
models during 2010–2015, in addition the errors of secular variation between IGRF12 and the INTERMAGNET measuring data in Beijing and Lanzhou stations were also researched. Finally, the geomagnetic secular
variation were calculated and compared by IGRF12 between 2010–2015 and 2015–2020. Results show that
geomagnetic secular variation in China by IGRF12 presents linear variation during 2010–2020. Due to the
same modeling principle, so that the difference between two models is slight, the absolute difference values of elements X, Y , Z, F , H are less than 7nT and that of D, I are less than 0.009º. The distribution of
annual change rate of two models is similar. However, because of the measuring data that to create models
are different, two models partially differ in local areas, such as the middle and eastern areas of Y and D,
the southwestern areas of Z and F . There are obvious differences between measuring data and IGRF12, the
reasons include the regional magnetic anomalies, not take into account the external field, the truncation order
of IGRF and the measuring errors at geomagnetic stations.
Keywords: IGRF, geomagnetic secular variation, measuring data

1

Introduction

Global geomagnetic model aims to describe the temporal and spatial distribution of geomagnetic field and
as the main tool to study the geomagnetic field. Currently the most widely used global model is the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), which issued by the International Association of Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy (IAGA) (IAGA, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2010) every five years. Most current geomagnetic models
have referenced the modeling principle of IGRF, such as CHAOS[12, 13] , CM[15] , CO2[6] , CALSK[4, 7] models,
etc. The modeling foundation of IGRF is the Sphere Harmonic Theory that put forward by Gauss in 1839, by
which and different data like surface, aeromagnetic, satellite data, then the IGRF could be created. The newest
12th IGRF was issued in 2015. Compare with the IGRF11, IGRF12 replace the main geomagnetic field model
coefficients in 2010.0, provide the new coefficients of geomagnetic field in 2015.0 and coefficients of secular
variation during 2015–2020.
IGRF mainly estimates the large scale, internal part of the Earth’s magnetic field at times between 1900.0
AD and present and any locations on or above the surface. Due to model is a fitting model, so errors are
inevitable. In order to estimate the constructed IGRF, domestic and foreign scientists have done a lot of studies
on comparison between IGRFs and between IGRF and measuring geomagnetic data. Langel et al.[8] had
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been analyzing and comparing IGRF with the measuring data of geomagnetic station. Wang[16] inspected
and evaluated the IGRF7 by the measuring data of Chinese geomagnetic station during 1965 1990. Wang[2]
analyzed the error of IGRF in Chinese region by the measuring data of 29 Chinese geomagnetic stations. Chen
et al.[1] analyzed the error of the geomagnetic secular variation during 2005–2010 by the measuring data of
34 Chinese geomagnetic stations. Feng et al.[3] analyzed and compared the difference between IGRF11 and
IGRF10.
In this paper, we try to compare and analyze the difference of geomagnetic distributions and secular
variation between IGRF12 and IGRF11 in China. In addition, we estimate the error between IGRF12 and the
measuring data from Beijing and Lanzhou station.

2

IGRF

Based on Gauss theory, we suppose the regions that at the Earth’s surface and above are source–free, so
the main geomagnetic field B, with source internal to the Earth, is the negative gradient of a scalar potential
V , B can be represented by a truncated series expansion:
B(γ, θ, λ) = −∆V (γ, θ, λ).

(1)

Here γ, θ, λ are the geocentric coordinates (γ is the distance from the centre of the Earth, λ is the longitude
eastwards from Greenwich and θ is the colatitudes, 90º). V denotes a finite series having the numerical Gauss
coefficients gnm , hm
n.
V can be denoted as
∞ X
∞
X
 m
α n+1  m
V (γ, θ, λ) = α
gn cos(mλ) + hm
n sin(mλ) Pn (cos θ).
γ

(2)

n=1 m=0

α is the mean radius of the Earth (6371.2km). Pnm (cos θ) are Schmidt quasi-normalized associated Legendre
functions of degree n and order m (n ≥ 1 and m ≤ n).
Geomagnetic field is a vector field. Any point in geomagnetic field contains 7 elements, total intensity
(F ), north element (X), east element (Y ), vertical element (Z), horizontal element (H), declination (D), inclination (I). Due to V satisfies Laplace’s equation ∆2 V (γ, θ, λ) = 0. So in the spherical geocentric coordinate
system, X, Y , Z can be represented as follows:
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Among them, N is the truncation order.
By (3)–(5), H, D, I, F can be calculated as follows:
p
F = (X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 ),
p
H = X 2 + Y 2,
Y
D = α sin
,
H
Z
I = α sin
.
F

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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3
3.1

Results
The distribution comparison between IGRF12 and IGRF11

In order to compare the difference of two models in 2010.0, we use two models mapped the magnetic
grid (in interval of 1 º) of China respectively, and get the difference grid values through equation as follow:
W = WIGRF 12 − WIGRF 11 .

(10)

In which W is difference grid values of any element, WIGRF 12 is the grid value of IGRF12, WIGRF 11 is the
grid value of IGRF11.
By (3)–(10), we established the difference grid of 7 elements in 2010.0 and listed in Fig. 1.
According to the Fig. 1, the difference between two models is small. For X and H, the intensities based
on IGRF12 are slightly less than IGRF11, especially in the central regions of China. The distribution of Y is
similar to D, it is bounded by Chinese central regions, IGRF12’s values are less than IGRF11 in the eastern
region, and it is opposite in the western region. IGRF12’s values of Z, F , and I are more than that of IGRF11,
Z and I are obvious different in Yunnan, Guizhou, Guangxi and Hainan. F has maximum value at Hainan,
southwestern Guangxi and northeastern Xinjiang. The absolute differences value of X, Y , Z, F and H are
less than 7nT, that of D, I are less than 0.009º.
3.2

The comparison of secular variation between 2010–2015
During 2010–2015, the geomagnetic secular variation of IGRF can be calculated as follows:
WSV = (W2015 − W2010 )/5.

(11)

Among them, WSV is the annual change rate (secular variation) during 2010–2015, W2015 is IGRF’s grids
values in 2015.0, W2010 is IGRF’s grids values in 2010.0.
By equation (11), we calculated the geomagnetic secular variation girds values during 2010 2015 and
listed them (Fig. 2). To be noted, grids values of IGRF11 are predicted value.
It can be found in Fig. 2 that there exist certain differences of geomagnetic secular variation between
IGRF11 and IGRF12. Compared with IGRF11, the geomagnetic secular variation distribution of IGRF12 lies
slightly to the east. For X, the geomagnetic secular variation of two models decreases gradually with the increase of latitude, the minimum value of IGRF12 lies in northern Inner Mongolia (47Nº, 105Eº) and intensity
is 51.91nT, the minimum value of IGRF11 lies in northeast Xinjiang (47Nº, 96Eº) and intensity is 43.57nT.
Secular variations of Y and D are more complex, the 0 isoline lies in the middle, the west parts are positive,
the east parts are negative. A big difference between two models lies in central and eastern areas. For Z, the
minimum value of two models lies at Mohe region in northeastern China (54Nº, 119Eº), but compared with
IGRF11, position of IGRF12’s maximum point locates about 16ºto the east and the intensity is about 21.94nT.
The minimum value of F is almost same as Z, while the maximum value lies in the southwestern, IGRF12’s
maximum valus located in the southwestern Tibet (29Nº, 84Eº) and the intensity is 50.36nT, IGRF11’s maximum value lies in the intersection between northwestern Tibet and southwestern Xinjiang, the intensity is
44.29nT. The secular variations of H and X are similar, the minimum values difference is 7.27nT. The secular
variation of I and Z are still similar. Relatively, due to adopt more measuring data, IGRF12’s distributions are
more meticulous and twist.
3.3

He comparison between igrf12 and geomagnetic measuring data

INTERMAGNET (International Real-time Magnetic Observatory Network) is a global network of observatories, monitoring the geomagnetic field. INTERMAGNET now has Geomagnetic Information Nodes in 5
continents. Over 108 observatories are participating in the INTERMAGNET program. INTERMAGNET data
consists of time series of the geomagnetic vector, sampled at the round minute and carefully filtered to avoid
WJMS email for contribution: submit@wjms.org.uk
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Fig. 1: Difference grids between IGRF12 and IGRF11 in China for 2010.0 units: X, Y , Z, F , H (nT), D, I
(º)

aliasing effects. This data collected at the IMOs is continuously available from the GINs within 72 h (Rasson,
2007).
In order to compare the differences between IGRF12 and geomagnetic surface station measuring data, we
adopted the INTERMAGNET station data in China. Taking into account the limited available geomagnetic
INTERMAGNET stations in China, the continuity and accuracy of data as well, the Beijing and Lanzhou
stations are finally selected to study.
Now we calculate the annual mean values of geomagnetic data from Beijing and Lanzhou stations during
2010–2015 and the corresponding IGRF12 values. By comparing the stations data and IGRF12 values, it is
found the change trends between stations data and IGRF12 value are basically consistent, but there are more
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or less differences in accuracy. X, Z, F , H have error about 200–350nT, Y has error about 600nT, the error of
D and I about 0.8’–3’, the average error is 5.11%. For Lanzhou station, X, Y , Z, F , H with the error about
0–100 nT, about 0.5’ 2.6’ error for D and I, the average error is 1.4%.
We further inspect the secular variation between two kind data through equation as follows:
ε = SVobs − SVmod .

(12)

Among them, ε is error, SVmod is geomagnetic secular variation value by IGRF12, SVobs is the measuring
data of the same location.
The error of geomagnetic secular variation between stations and IGRF12 is listed in Tabs. 1 and 2.
Table 1: The errors of secular variation between Beijing station and IGRF12 during 2010–2015; units: X, Y ,
Z, F , H (nT/yr), D, I (”/yr)
Year
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2013–2014
2014–2015
Average

X
−1.17
−8.31
1.38
−0.77
5.67
−0.64

Y
−0.21
−0.20
−2.37
−2.07
6.14
0.26

Z
−12.04
3.71
9.09
7.40
−14.39
−1.24

F
−10.85
−2.05
7.52
6.20
−7.94
−1.42

H
−0.56
−7.61
2.32
0.18
5.46
−0.04

D
0.05
−0.07
−0.19
−0.20
0.89
0.10

I
−0.57
0.43
0.09
0.03
−1.14
−0.23

Table 2: The errors of secular variation between Lanzhou station and IGRF12 during 2010–2015; units: X,
Y , Z, F , H (nT/yr), D, I (”/yr)
Year
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2013–2014
2014–2015
Average

X
−4.72
−6.83
8.97
14.48
−2.14
1.95

Y
−4.25
2.82
13.68
7.72
0.80
4.15

Z
−17.92
−6.56
−6.43
−24.87
−3.27
−11.81

F
−17.32
−9.28
−0.20
−10.27
−5.36
−8.49

H
−4.54
−6.91
8.44
14.19
−2.14
1.81

D
−0.42
0.35
1.64
0.99
0.14
0.54

I
−0.67
−0.13
−0.95
−2.09
−0.11
−0.79

According to Tabs. 1 and 2, the average geomagnetic secular variation of two stations is consistent with
the IGRF12, which IGRF12 have some differences in comparison with the annual change rate each year.
For Beijing station, the absolute error of X, Y , Z, F , H are less than 15nT, the absolute error of D, I
are less than 1.2”, among them, maxima errors of X, Y , Z, H, D, I appear in 2014–2015, the maxima error
of F appear in 2010–2011.
For Lanzhou station, the absolute error of X, Y , Z, F , H are less than 25nT, the absolute error of D, I
are less than 2”, among them, maxima errors of X, Z, H, I appear in 2013–2014, the maxima error of Y and
D appear in 2012–2013, the maxima error of F appear in 2010–2011.
Because of the limited geomagnetic station, here we only choose Beijing and Lanzhou station. If more
geomagnetic station measuring data like ocean, aeromagnetic and satellite data can be obtained, a more completely comparison can be done.
3.4

The comparison of secular variation between 2010–2015 and 2015–2020.

Based on the same way, we calculated the distribution of IGRF12’s secular variation during 2010–2015
and 2015–2020 (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of IGRF12’s annual change rate during 2010–2015 and 2015–2020 are similar. Among them, the annual change rate of X decreases while latitude increases, the minimum value change
from −51.91nT (47ºN, 105ºE) to −54.27nT (44ºN, 102ºE). The change of Y gradually decreases from west
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to east, the maximum value locates in the southwestern region and changes from 38.5nT to 41.14nT, the minimum value locates in the southeastern region and changes from −56.17 nT to −62.61nT. The change of Z
decreases while latitude increases, the maximum value locates in 18ºN, 102ºE, and changes from 131.73nT to
139.31nT. The change of F decreases from southwest to northeast, the maximum value changes from southwestern Tibet (29ºN, 84ºE) to the intersection area of Tibet, Yunnan and Sichuan (29ºN, 97ºE). Distributions
of H, D and I are similar to the X, Y , Z respectively. Comparing with intensity and morphology, it can be
concluded that the trend of the geomagnetic field in China during 2010–2020 is linear.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we calculated and plotted the distribution of geomagnetic field and geomagnetic secular
variation in China and its adjacent regions during 2010–2020 based on the newest IGRF12. Combining with
IGRF11 and measuring data, the following conclusions have been accordingly drawn:
(1) Because of the same modeling principle, therefore the difference of geomagnetic field in China and its
adjacent regions between IGRF12 and IGRF11 is small, the absolute differences value of X, Y , Z, F , H
are less than 7nT, that of D, I are less than 0.009º.
(2) By comparing the annual change rate of two models during 2010–2015, results show the overall distribution trends of two models is basically same, but in the local area there are some differences, such as the
eastern region of Y , D and the southwestern region of Z, F .
(3) Comparing with the measuring data of Beijing and Lanzhou stations, results show the trend of annual
change rate of measuring data and IGRF12 is same, but there are significant errors in accuracy. The main
reasons include the regional magnetic anomaly, not take into account the external field, the truncation
order of IGRF and the measuring error by geomagnetic station, etc.
(4) After comparing the annual change rate, result imply the variation of magnetic field in China calculated
by IGRF12 during 2010–2020 is linear. Due to the geomagnetic secular variation is actually not strictly
linearly change and complicated, so renew a new IGRF model by new measuring data with higher frequency(less than 5 years) can better describe the temporal and spatial variation of the geomagnetic field.
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